Our robust design tools are engineered

Part Number Builder
Don’t let your customers waste valuable
time researching complicated part
numbers—EETech’s convenient prompts
guide the process, providing an effortless
way to get a quote or make a purchase.

to bridge the gap between awareness
and E-commerce, building a demand
generation foundation that helps you
reach your business goals. We’re
focused on engaging engineers
throughout the design journey by
utilizing real time data, customizable
interfaces, and scalability.

The EETech Difference

We’re a specialist, not a generalist. That means we build comprehensive, electronics industry-specific tools that
acquire, engage, and convert buyers. Easy to integrate in your existing site and simple to implement, EETech’s Part
Number Builder will enhance your site, buyer ’s journey, and user experience. Because our design and content teams work
primarily in the electronics industry, we deliver the kind of industry-specific solutions that no one else can.
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Auxiliary EETech Design Tools

Calculators
Gerber Viewer
PDF Jot
Part Configurator
Part Number Builder

Contact Sales

View a full list of features and functions included with each service level.

Getting Started
Ready to get started? Work with our solution managers to solve for asymmetrical design.
With a unified platform, actionable intelligence and analytics, integrated E-commerce best
practices, and ultimate scalability, EETech will help you respond to the design signals of your
customers. 



We focus on cohesiveness so that you don’t have to. Contact us now at sales@EETech.com,
or visit EETech.com to learn how we can help you meet the needs of your customers.

